9:45 Check-in

10:00 “The Spectrum of “-lingualism: Focusing on consequences and methodological insights when it includes more than one language”
   -Keynote Speaker: Dr. Jason Rothman, The Arctic University of Norway

11:00 “Language policies and Multilingualism in Modern Tunisia”
   -Ibtissem Smari, University of Pannonia

11:30 “Pitch Accent Realizations in Texas German”
   -Abigail Amick, University of Texas at Austin

12:00 Lunch

12:45 Poster Session - Breakout Rooms (see separate poster flyer)

1:45 “ahjksjhsdf: A linguistic analysis of keysmashes”
   -Sophia Brown, University of South Carolina

2:15 “Discourse-driven changes in the history of Romance: towards a typology of syntactic peripheries”
   -Matteo Fiorini, University of Utah

2:45 Break

3:00 “Stylistic variation in Gullah Geechee tour guide linguistic artifacts”
   -John McCullough, University of South Carolina

3:30 “Vulnerable vowels: Monophthongized /au/ in Taylor Swift’s track five songs”
   -Ruthanne Hughes, University of South Carolina

4:00 “One model for the learning of language”
   -Keynote Speaker: Dr. Steven Piantadosi, University of California, Berkeley

5:00 Social Hour
“How did we get here and when will it end? Chronotopes of Prediction in Pandemic–Era Journalistic Podcasts”
Natasha Dereziński-Choo, North Carolina State University

“The case of secondarily adapted Anglicisms: Shifting morphological productivity in Russian-to-Kazakh -ING loans”
Timur Akishev, University of Mississippi

“Language acquisition, note-taking and linguistic interference”
Mariam Orkodashvili, Girne American University

“The Study of Predicative Possession in Malwai Punjabi: A Sociocognitive Account”
Xiaolong Lu, University of Arizona

“On meronomy and dimensionality of the models for multilingual language acquisition”
Daniil M. Ozernyi, Northwestern University

“Tracking Semantic Change of Korean Neologism loyal using Distributional Corpus Analysis”
Wonbin Kim, University of Georgia

“Contiguity drives reductions of sonority plateau clusters: Evidence from atypical child Greek”
Eirini Ploumidi, University of Crete

“Categorization of English vowels by monolingual and dialectal speakers of Greek: a discriminant analysis approach”
Georgios Georgiou, Aretousa Giannakou, University of Nicosia

“Linguistics and storytelling of "yellow vests": how Spanish press presents a French social movement”
Estéfano Rodríguez Peláez, University of Granada & University of Nice